Hacking 4 Oceans
New Entrepreneurship + Ocean Conservation Course
Taught Virtually in Spring 2020!

Interested in solving real-world problems threatening the world’s oceans? Want to experience and live what it takes to build a successful startup?

- Join UCSC’s first cohort of students working to tackle key coastal & ocean problems
- Use revolutionary Lean Design startup methodologies
- Work in multi-disciplinary teams to experience building a startup
- Open to grad and undergrad students from all disciplines
- Co-taught by
  - Anne Kapuscinski, Professor and Director Coastal Science & Policy Program
  - Sue Carter, Provost Rachel Carson College
  - Steve Weinstein, Stanford lecturer and entrepreneur
  - Radhika Malpani, Former Google Senior Director, founder Google Images
  - Vikram Sahai, Former Googler and entrepreneur
  - Andrea Carafa, UCSC entrepreneur in residence and lecturer

Open Information Sessions:
- Tuesday, March 24th 11am-Noon: [https://tinyurl.com/H4O-March24](https://tinyurl.com/H4O-March24)
- Monday, March 30th 2:30-3:30pm: [https://tinyurl.com/H4O-March30](https://tinyurl.com/H4O-March30)

Website: [https://hacking4oceans.ucsc.edu](https://hacking4oceans.ucsc.edu) Email: hacking4oceans@ucsc.edu